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Jazz improvisation Although jazz is considered difficult to define, in part because it contains many subgenres,
improvisation is one of its key elements. These work songs were commonly structured around a repetitive
call-and-response pattern, but early blues was also improvisational. Classical music performance is evaluated
more by its fidelity to the musical score , with less attention given to interpretation, ornamentation, and
accompaniment. In contrast, jazz is often characterized by the product of interaction and collaboration, placing
less value on the contribution of the composer, if there is one, and more on the performer. New Orleans jazz,
performers took turns playing melodies and improvising countermelodies. Soloists improvised within these
arrangements. In the bebop era of the s, big bands gave way to small groups and minimal arrangements in
which the melody was stated briefly at the beginning and most of the song was improvised. Modal jazz
abandoned chord progressions to allow musicians to improvise even more. In many forms of jazz, a soloist is
supported by a rhythm section of one or more chordal instruments piano, guitar , double bass, and drums. The
rhythm section plays chords and rhythms that outline the song structure and complement the soloist. Tradition
and race[ edit ] Since the emergence of bebop, forms of jazz that are commercially oriented or influenced by
popular music have been criticized. According to Bruce Johnson, there has always been a "tension between
jazz as a commercial music and an art form". An alternative view is that jazz can absorb and transform diverse
musical styles. For others, jazz is a reminder of "an oppressive and racist society and restrictions on their
artistic visions". Papa Jack Laine , who ran the Reliance band in New Orleans in the s, was called "the father
of white jazz". Others from Chicago such as Benny Goodman and Gene Krupa became leading members of
swing during the s. These musicians helped change attitudes toward race in the U. Betty Carter was known for
her improvisational style and scatting. Female jazz performers and composers have contributed throughout
jazz history. Women began playing instruments in jazz in the early s, drawing particular recognition on piano.
Women were members of the big bands of Woody Herman and Gerald Wilson. From the s onwards many
women jazz instrumentalists became prominent, some sustaining lengthy careers. Over the decades, some of
the most distinctive improvisers, composers and bandleaders in jazz have been women. Kemble from a
century later In the late 18th-century painting The Old Plantation , African-Americans dance to banjo and
percussion. By the 18th century, slaves gathered socially at a special market, in an area which later became
known as Congo Square, famous for its African dances. Robert Palmer said of percussive slave music: As late
as , a traveler in North Carolina saw dancers dressed in costumes that included horned headdresses and cow
tails and heard music provided by a sheepskin-covered "gumbo box", apparently a frame drum; triangles and
jawbones furnished the auxiliary percussion. There are quite a few [accounts] from the southeastern states and
Louisiana dating from the period â€” Some of the earliest [Mississippi] Delta settlers came from the vicinity
of New Orleans, where drumming was never actively discouraged for very long and homemade drums were
used to accompany public dancing until the outbreak of the Civil War. However, as Gerhard Kubik points out,
whereas the spirituals are homophonic , rural blues and early jazz "was largely based on concepts of
heterophony. In turn, European-American minstrel show performers in blackface popularized the music
internationally, combining syncopation with European harmonic accompaniment. In the mids the white New
Orleans composer Louis Moreau Gottschalk adapted slave rhythms and melodies from Cuba and other
Caribbean islands into piano salon music. African rhythmic retention[ edit ] See also: Traditional sub-Saharan
African harmony The " Black Codes " outlawed drumming by slaves, which meant that African drumming
traditions were not preserved in North America, unlike in Cuba, Haiti, and elsewhere in the Caribbean.
African-based rhythmic patterns were retained in the United States in large part through "body rhythms" such
as stomping, clapping, and patting juba dancing. Tresillo shown below is the most basic and most prevalent
duple-pulse rhythmic cell in sub-Saharan African music traditions and the music of the African Diaspora. John
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Storm Roberts states that the musical genre habanera "reached the U. Jelly Roll Morton called the rhythmic
figure the Spanish tinge and considered it an essential ingredient of jazz.
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The "dah" anticipates, or leads into, the "DUM. It may be occasionally accented for phrasing or dynamic
purposes. The first note of each pair is often understood to be twice as long as the second, implying a triplet
feel, but in practice the ratio is less definitive and is often much more subtle. During the early development of
swing music , the bass was often played with lead-inâ€”main-note couplets, often with a percussive sound.
Later, the lead-in note was dropped but incorporated into the physical rhythm of the bass player to help keep
the beat "solid. The piano was played with a variety of devices for swing. Chord patterns played in the rhythm
of a dotted-eightâ€”sixteenth couplet were characteristic of boogie-woogie playing sometimes also used in
boogie-woogie horn section playing. The "swing bass" left hand, used by James P. Johnson , Fats Waller , and
Earl Hines , used a bass note on the first and third beats, followed by a mid-range chord to emphasize the
second and fourth beats. The lead-in beats were not audible, but expressed in the motion of the left arm. Swing
bass piano also put the first and third beats a role anticipatory to the emphasized second and fourth beats in
two-beat figures. It was soon found that the high-hat cymbal could add a new dimension to the swing
expressed by the drum kit when played in a two-beat "ti-tshhh-SH" figure, with the "ti" the lead-in to the
"tshhh" on the first and third beats, and the "SH" the emphasized second and fourth beats. With that high-hat
figure, the drummer expressed three elements of swing: Early examples of that high-hat figure were recorded
by the drummer Chick Webb. The changed role of the drum kit away from the heavier style of the earlier
drumming placed more emphasis on the role of the bass in holding the rhythm. One of the characteristic horn
section sounds of swing jazz was a section chord played with a strong attack, a slight fade, and a quick accent
at the end, expressing the rhythmic pulse between beats. That device was used interchangeably or in
combination with a slight downward slur between the beginning and the end of the note. Straight eighth notes
were commonly used in solos, with dynamics and articulation used to express phrasing and swing. Phrasing
dynamics built swing across two or four measures or, in the innovative style of tenor saxophonist Lester
Young , across odd sequences of measures, sometimes starting or stopping without regard to place in the
measure. Bud Powell and other piano players influenced by him mostly did away with left-hand rhythmic
figures, replacing them with chords. The ride cymbal played in a "ting-ti-ting" pattern took the role of the
high-hat, the snare drum was mainly used for lead-in accents, and the bass drum was mainly used for
occasional "bombs. Drummer Max Roach emphasized the importance of the lead-in, audible or not, in
"protecting the beat. The groundbreakers of bebop had come of age as musicians with swing and, while
breaking the barriers of the swing era, still reflected their swing heritage. Various rhythmic swing
approximations:
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For nearly the first half of the twentieth century, from about to , jazz was the dominant form of popular dance
music in the United States. Dance music and dance bands existed before jazz and, after the rise of jazz, there
were still many dance bands that did not play jazz or used jazz elements only sparingly. And although for a
certain period of its existence, jazz was dance music, jazz musicians were probably not attracted to this style
of music primarily for this reason. From its earliest days, jazz seemed to have been music that, in part,
musicians played for themselves, as a way to free themselves from the rigidity of standard dance or marching
bands or other forms of commercial or popular music, which they found repetitive and unchallenging to play.
Jazz originated early in the century with small bands of five-to-seven players in a style that became known as
New Orleans, named after the place where the music, in its first iteration, codified itself. That style is now
called Dixieland. Jazz was propelled commercially mostly by to piece big bands, usually with both a male and
female vocalist, in a style that became known as swing during the s. With the rise of Jazz evolved from New
Orleans style music, now called Dixieland, to more commercially successful swing music, which featured
improvisation against a background of arranged composition. It is clear that despite its humble origins among
the lower classes, immigrants, and African Americans, jazz was never really a folk music; it professionalized
and standardized itself fairly quickly, becoming highly sophisticated show and stage music within a
half-dozen years of its initial arrival on sound recording in Although jazz has made use of many musical
structures including blues, tango, African and Indian music; its most basic form is the bar format of the
American pop song, many of which by such noted composers as Harold Arlen, Jerome Kern, the Gershwin
Brothers, Rodgers and Hart, Vernon Duke, and others, constitute the foundational repertoire of jazz. It was the
commercial success of swing and its rampant formularized sound that led dissatisfied musicians to more
experimental, much less dance-oriented post-World War II forms of jazz: Bebop, cool jazz, progressive jazz,
and, eventually, the avant garde or highly atonal, seemingly structure-less jazz. The major jazz musicians who
emerged after World War IIâ€”saxophonists Charlie Parker , Sonny Rollins , Stan Getz , and John Coltrane ,
Dissatisfaction with the commercialization and familiarity of swing led to the development of jazz, music that
was more than mere entertainment. Johnson , and arranger Quincy Jones were all innovators of or highly
influenced by chord structures that were far more virtuosic and modernistic than swing. Indeed, while jazz was
always a form of music where the ability of exceptional soloists was one of the major features of the music,
after World War II, with its preoccupation with velocity and complexity, jazz became a musical form much
more self-consciously consumed with the idea of virtuosity for its own sake, so that the music would not be
mistaken by the public as mere entertainment. Both blacks and whites as well as Latinos in the United States
performed jazz and the audience was diverse, although in large measure now, the audience for this music is
mostly white. Historically, jazz was largely the creation of black Americans as they have figured
disproportionately among the major innovators of this musical expression. This has created two forms of
tensions within jazz: This latter tension was especially felt during the s and s, when racial discord in the
United States was more pronounced because of the civil rights movement, the violence it spawned, and the
intensely politicized battle over the re-definition of race and the end of white hegemony in the United States
and around the colonized world at the time. But jazz was more than just music; at the height of its influence,
jazz was a cultural movement, particularly influencing the young in dress, language, and attitude. It was, in
this respect, a prototype for both rock and roll and hip hop because it was so viscerally hated by the
bourgeoisie Jazz inspired writers and visual artists but was hated by the bourgeoisie largely because of its
association with sex and drugs. Jazz was associated with interracial sex many jazz nightclubs were open to
patrons of any race and with illegal drugs, in the early days, marijuana, and during the s, with heroin. Visual
artists and writers were frequently inspired by jazz, many thinking its sense of spontaneity, its dissonance, its
anti-bourgeois attitude embodied compelling aspects of modernism. Jazz deeply influenced artists such as
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Romare Bearden and Jackson Pollock. Many filmmakers, both in the United States and Europeâ€”from the s
through the sâ€”used jazz in either nightclub scenes, as source music, or as part of the musical score in films
and animated features. Jazz was used extensively in film noir and crime movies, and occasionally in
psychological dramas. Jazz has always been an urban music, tied to urban nightlife, Prohibition, vice zones,
dance halls, inner city neighborhoods, and concert stages. Its history coincides not only with the urbanization
of America itself but particularly with the urbanization of African Americans, dating from their movement
from the South starting around the beginning of World War I when job opportunities in industry opened up for
them. Jazz broke on the scene at the same time as the arrival of the New Negro Renaissance , also known as
the Harlem Renaissance, a period covering from to This period in African American life featured a
self-conscious attempt by black leaders Jazz became prominent during a period of broad artistic and political
ferment among African Americans. Johnson , and Alain Locke to create a school of black literature because
they firmly believed that in order for blacks to achieve greatness as a people, they had to produce great art. But
it must be remembered that this period was not just about art: The African American response to jazz during
this era was mixed. The only black writer of the Renaissance who was truly taken with jazz was Langston
Hughes , who, during the course of his career, not only wrote many poems about it but also on occasion read
his poems against a jazz backdrop, even recording with bassist Charles Mingus , a creative partnership that
Mingus found unsatisfying. Frank Marshall Davis , a poet and journalist from Chicago, also voiced a fondness
for jazz in his writing. Jazz figured in two Claude McKay novels: Home to Harlem and Banjo , which is about
a roving seaman who is also a musician, a banjo player, an instrument still played by African Americans at the
time and frequently featured in small jazz bands. Considering the impact of jazz, it is surprising how little
impact the music had on African American letters in the s and s. Ellison himself studied both composition and
trumpet as a student in his hometown of Oklahoma City and at Tuskegee Institute, where, in fact, he majored
in music. So, unlike most black writers, Ellison actually knew music technically. He also felt that music was
central to understanding race in America: Invisible Man as a jazz novel. The scene where the protagonist
listens to Armstrong sing this song conveys this symbolically as he eats vanilla ice cream white drenched in
sloe gin red while the blues play on his phonograph. The novel certainly suggests that jazz is a part of a larger
tapestry of black creativity, founded in black folk life, including black speech and sermonizing, black styles of
dress, and black eating habits. And this thread of black creativity has had largely a liberating effect on
American life even as it, ironically, represents a form of discipline on the part of its inventors. Other novels
dealing directly with the lives of jazz musicians that appeared a few years after Invisible Man were John A.
Jazz was compatible with African American protest in the s. The s was the era of the Black Arts Movement ,
when younger black writers, fired by both Black Nationalism and Marxism, wrote passionately for race
solidarity and denounced not only racism but virtually everything white. Many of these writers were poets and
a good many jazz poems were written in homage to specific jazz artists, especially saxophonist John Coltrane,
who was probably the most popular jazz musician among the black intelligentsia at this time, or in imitation of
the flow and spontaneity of jazz. This was probably the last time in American society when a significant
portion of young people were still taken by jazz, in part, because it was now an art music with intellectual and
spiritual pretensions. Unlike rhythm and blues or s soul music, jazz at this time, seemed a music that took
itself seriously, and was not merely a diversion, and jazz was, in good measure, passionately anti-commercial.
Poet, playwright, and essayist, former Beat Amiri Baraka LeRoi Jones was the leader of this school of writing,
a long-time jazz aficionado, who began his jazz writing career providing notes for jazz albums. Baraka
produced an important study of black music entitled Blues People , which is partly about jazz. His collection
of essays, Black Music , is devoted almost entirely to avant-garde jazz and was instrumental in introducing a
young audience to this music. Other African American poets of the s and s who were known for writing jazz
poetry but were not directly associated with the Black Arts Movement were Michael S. Harper, Quincy
Troupe , and Al Young. Jazz and contemporary literature Among the black writers on the scene today, essayist
and novelist Stanley Crouch , poet and fiction writer Nathaniel Mackey , and poet Yusef Komunyakaa are the
most associated with jazz, a music whose presence and influence has diminished over the last 35 years,
especially among young people. The Jazz Poetry Anthology Mackey, an avant gardist, editor of the magazine
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Hambone, and radio DJ, has written a number of jazz poems. Indeed, jazz particularly and music in general is
the main inspiration of his writing. He has also written four novels as part of a series about a fictional Los
Angeles musical collective called The Mystic Horns. Guiding Student Discussion Students will be unfamiliar
with jazz. The most difficult aspect of teaching students about the impact of jazz on African American
literature is the fact that most young people have heard very little jazz and have little interest in it. Do not
think that African American students will have some greater sympathy for or cultural identification with this
music because of the number of African American artists who have made it. They are no more likely to
respond favorably to Wynton Marsalis , Ornette Coleman , or John Coltrane than any other student. One major
problem is that jazz is largely an instrumental music that prides itself on strenuous virtuosity, which means
that it will seem dense and abstract to casual listeners and especially to students who listen to nothing but the
current popular music, which is largely vocal and usually simpler and more accessible in its technical
execution. You must, of course, play jazz for your students if you are to succeed in teaching them about the
relationship between jazz and African American literature. But you cannot play it for them without providing
them with some aid in how to listen to it; otherwise they will simply feel bewildered and helpless in
confronting it. Part of the aid you should provide in teaching students how to listen to it is to explain to them
what the music is and what the musicians are trying to achieve by playing it and what devoted audiences get
out of listening it. You should remind students that nearly all jazz musicians started out very young as
professional musicians and most made their marks while they were still in their twenties and most continued
to play the same style of music for their entire careers. You might also emphasize that this is true in other
fields of popular music and is true of hip-hop and rap today. When the current artists are fifty or sixty years
old, they will very likely be making music that is similar to what they made while in their 20s and 30s. Think
about the Rolling Stones, Paul McCartney, Stevie Wonder and other older popular artists to prove this point,
Also, during its heyday, jazz had an enormous appeal to teenagers and young adults. You might point out to
them that research has shown that people form their musical taste in adolescence and that by early adulthood
the taste one has in music is, by and large, complete and will remain the same for the rest of your life with
very little change and very little openness to new music. It is good to begin by asking students if most people
like music, if so, why do they like it. What sort of purpose does music serve in human life? Does it have a
practical purpose? How does music affect human emotions? Does music affect the musicians who are making
it differently than the audience that is listening to it? What makes one style of music different from another
and what makes music the same? How does music change over time and why has it changed? How have
technological innovations like the microphone, the sound recording, radio, and the Internet changed music?
How does music affect watching a visual image? Starting out with jazz vocal recording would be the best way
to ease the students into this music, by giving them lyrics to latch onto. The tunes are attractive and highly
listenable and the lyrics are clever, witty, and satirical. It would be then be useful to give students some
elementary music theory: Pains should be taken to consider the instrumentation of the various pieces, the time
signature, whether the piece was bright or sad, why people may have liked this particular piece of music. You
may then go on to try more dissonant pieces of music: Students should be prepared carefully before the piece
is played so that they may have some idea of what to expect and have sense of what to listen for. Why would
musicians be interested in making dissonant music? Is there some sort of melody? How is this music supposed
to make me feel as a listener? Is the music trying to tell some sort of story or is it some sort of narrative?
Should I think of the different instruments as characters in a tale or a poem? Do musicians feel better or freer
playing this sort of music than playing more traditional music? Are audiences supposed to feel freer? Can
noise be music? Or is music, after all, really just noise? In dealing with the influence of jazz on African
American literature, the most pertinent question is why is this music a muse for some writers?
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Bluff Your Way: Arts and Culture in June Summer is on the way; soon your weekends will start as soon when the sun
emerges at 6am and stretch out late into the balmy evenings (weather permitting), leaving you with hours and hours to
familiarise yourself with arts and culture in June.
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Bluff Your Way in the Quantum Universe by Jack Klaff Bluff Your Way in the Rock Music Business by David Knopfler
Bluff Your Way in the Theatre by Michael R. Turner.

7: Bluff City Ruckus - Porch Ghouls | Songs, Reviews, Credits | AllMusic
Peter Clayton is the author of Bluff Your Way In Jazz ( avg rating, 8 ratings, 1 review, published ).

8: The Blufferâ€™s Guide to Jazz â€“ how to pass yourself off as an expert - Telegraph
Looking for a Folk Musician in the Red Bluff, CA area? GigMasters will help you choose the best local event vendors.
Start here!
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Bluff Your Way. in Music has 1 available editions to buy at Alibris.
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